We exhibit a fundamental link between Hairer's theory of regularity structures [Hai14] and the paracontrolled calculus of [GIP15] . By using paraproducts we provide a LittlewoodPaley description of the spaces of modelled distributions in regularity structures that is similar to the Besov description of classical Hölder spaces.
Introduction
This article builds a bridge between two different approaches that arose from the study of singular stochastic partial differential equations (singular SPDEs). These equations are ill posed because of the interplay of highly irregular noise with nonlinearities, which often leads to resonances that may have to be removed by a renormalization procedure. A new way of describing distributions, their regularity, and operations on them was required in order to give a meaningful solution theory for singular SPDEs, and this was implemented differently by different groups. Our aim is to reveal a link between regularity structures, which were developed by Hairer in [Hai14] and applied abundantly since (for example [HQ15, HL18, HS17, HP15, CFG17, HM18]), and the Fourier approach of paracontrolled distributions, which first appeared in the work [GIP15] by Gubinelli, Imkeller and Perkowski and was used for instance in [CC18b, CC18a, MW17a, GP17, AC15, ZZ18, MP17]. These two techniques are by no means the only tools for singular SPDEs and alternative views were provided by Kupiainen in his application of renormalization group techniques [Kup16, KM17] , and by Otto and Weber with their rough path flavored approach [OW16, OSSW18] . In this paper however we will only focus on the comparison of two seemingly distinct notions from regularity structures and paracontrolled distributions. Central to the theory of [Hai14] is the concept of a modelled distribution. These are generalized Hölder functions that are classified by spaces called D γ pR d ; T q with γ P R. The sets D γ pR d ; T q collect functions F : R d Ñ T that take values in a graded vector space T " À αPA T α (with A Ď R and with T α being normed spaces) and whose components F α : R d Ñ T α satisfy for x, y P R d 1
for α ă γ. The object Γ α yx F x P T α in (1) should be thought of as a local "Taylor-like" expansion. The most basic case arises when we consider the so called polynomial regularity structure T , where F α just represents the derivative of order α of a function f and Γ α yx F x incorporates the Taylor expansion of this derivative, so that D γ pR d ; T q just represents the γ-Hölder continuous functions (for a precise formulation see Lemma 2.23 below). It is rather classical that the space of γ-Hölder continuous functions can also be described via LittlewoodPaley theory as a Besov space B γ pR d q, so that there are in fact various "classical" descriptions of D γ pR d ; T q. However, in general the space D γ pR d , T q can be of a far more complex structure and usually it involves expansions in non-polynomial objects, which are typically constructed from an underlying SPDE. In such cases there is no description of D γ pR d ; T q in terms of more familiar function spaces. The central role of modelled distributions in the theory of regularity structure is due to the so called reconstruction theorem [Hai14, Theorem 3 .10] which shows that there is a (unique) distribution f P S 1 pR d q that is described by the modelled distribution F P D γ pR d ; T q. On the level of D γ pR d ; T q there is a robust theory for operations such as multiplication whose execution is typically hazardous on S 1 pR d q, and describing the objects in an SPDE via modelled distributions leads to a robust formulation of the Schauder theory. But since there is no description of D γ pR d ; T q in terms of classical function spaces, all these results have to be derived from scratch and are typically quite cumbersome to prove. The linchpin in the paracontrolled framework is the notion of a paracontrolled distribution. Roughly speaking, a distribution f P S 1 pR d q, often the solution to an SPDE, is called paracontrolled if it can be smoothened by the subtraction of a paraproduct, a sort of "frequency modulation" of a given reference distribution. This allows us to transform the considered SPDE into an equation that can be solved via classical Schauder theory. Although the paracontrolled approach might seem quite different from the one in regularity structures, note that an increase of smoothness could be interpreted as the cancellation of fluctuations on small scales. From this point of view the paraproduct seems to capture the local behaviour of the considered distribution. This philosophy seems reminiscent to the idea of a local expansion in (1). Moreover, often similar objects appear in the expansion Γ α yx F x in (1) and the paraproducts used to control the solutions to SPDEs: Compare for instance the solution theory for the parabolic Anderson model [Hai14, GIP15] , the Φ 4 3 model [Hai14, CC18b] or the KPZ equation [FH14, GP17] . Based on this similarity it has been conjectured in [GIP15] that there might be a one-to-one correspondence between modelled distributions and paracontrolled distributions. Here we give a precise formulation of that conjecture and we prove it. More precisely, we propose the following description of a modelled distribution via paraproducts: In Definition 3.1 we define the paraproducts P pF, Γ α q for α P A and F :
where B γ´α " B γ´α 8,8 denotes a Besov space, and if further a certain structure condition (Definition 3.4 below) is satisfied. In Theorem 4.1 we then show that Theorem. For γ P RzpN`Aq we have
with equivalent norms.
One might consider B γ pR d ; T q as a type of Besov space on T . Indeed, in the case of the polynomial regularity structure T " T it turns out that B γ pR d ; T q just collapses to the classical Besov space B γ , so that (3) can be interpreted as a generalization of the Besov description of Hölder continuous functions. Since both, B γ and P pF, Γ α q, will be built using Littlewood-Paley theory, (3) is a Littlewood-Paley description of D γ pR d ; T q and moreover a characterization in terms of more classical spaces from analysis. Although we consider the theorem above an interesting observation in its own right, one should also judge its importance from a more practical point of view. For many operators, such as Fourier multipliers, it is more natural to work with the spectral description of function spaces provided by the Littlewood-Paley theory. The theorem above therefore yields a first insight on how to describe modelled distributions in this formulation. However, an elaboration of a full, say, Schauder-like statement based on (3) would still require a lot of technical work, which is why we refrain from doing so in this paper. For ideas and results in that direction we refer to the Ph.D. thesis of the first author [Mar18] .
Structure of this article
Section 2 recalls the fundamental concepts we will use. These are mostly some definitions and basic facts concerning Besov spaces and some elementary definitions from the theory of regularity structures. Since statements about Besov regularity, such as (2), actually concern objects with values in Banach spaces, we will also repeat the essentials of vector-valued distributions.
Conceptually new definitions are given in Section 3, where we introduce the paraproducts P pF, Γ α q and the space B γ pR d ; T q mentioned above. The main result of this paper, that is identity (3), is presented and proved in Section 4.
Notation
We will write x À y to denote an inequality of the form x ď C¨y for some constant C ą 0, which is independent of x and y. We also use the notation x Á y to describe the relation y À x. We write x « y to indicate that both statements, x À y and x Á y, are true. For indices i, j P Z we will write
where N P Z is a deterministic constant which is independent of i and j, i.e. if 2 i À 2 j . We also use i Á j to denote i À j and i " j whenever i À j and j À i. The symbol N " t0, 1, 2, . . .u denotes in this article the natural numbers including 0. The set Nˆ:" Nzt0u " t1, 2, 3, . . .u is then defined by exclusion of the latter. We use the symbol C r pR d q for the set of r P N times differentiable, complex-valued functions and set
To indicate bounded derivates we add an index b, so that Given a function f on R d we will occasionally write shorthand f x :" f pxq for x P R d and use the "physics convention" in writing the differential right after the integral sign, for instance
We follow [Hai14] in the definition of anisotropic distances and scalings: Given a scaling vector
we define for x P R d the scaled "norm"
and we define the scaled unit ball as
For multi-indices k P N d we set
Finally we write for positive a ą 0
where diagp¨q denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal "¨". For ϕ P L 1 pR d q we sometimes need the notation ϕ λ by which we mean the L 1 -scaling
so that ϕ λ x should be read as
where the matrix λ´s is defined as in 7.
Remark 1.1. Note that we slightly differ here from [Hai14] , where this notation denotes the function z Þ Ñ λ´| s| ϕpλ´spz´xqq instead. For us ϕ λ x denotes a complex number and not a function.
Background
In this section we recall the basic definitions we will make use of in this article. In Subsection 2.1 we repeat the definition and basic properties of Besov spaces. We need two slightly unusual modifications which is the allowance for anisotropic smoothness as well as the possibility for the considered distributions to take values in a Banach space. We therefore start with a short repetition concerning vector-valued distributions. In Subsection 2.2 we recall a few elementary definitions from the theory of regularity structures. Essential to us is Definition 2.20 which introduces the space D γ pR d ; T q of modelled distributions.
Anisotropic Besov spaces

Banach-valued distributions
It will be convenient for us to work with vector-valued distributions in this article. Although this theory is rather classical in the literature (see e.g. [ST87, Tre75] or even [Sch50] ), the scalar-valued case is usually a more familiar concept, so that we here briefly repeat the most important aspects of the vector modification of distribution theory. For a Banach space X we define the Banach-valued Schwartz distributions S 1 pR d ; Xq as the set of continuous linear functionals
where SpR d q is just the classical space of complex-valued Schwartz functions. A measurable functions f :
is well-defined for any ϕ P SpR d q as a Bochner integral can then be identified via (9) with a distribution in S 1 pR d ; Xq. The elements of S 1 pR d ; Xq can therefore be interpreted as generalized functions with values in X. Taking X " C we simply have
where S 1 pR d q is the usual space of tempered distributions. Most concepts which are known for X " C carry over to the general case. We can for instance define addition and multiplication by constants via pf`f qpϕq :" f pϕq`f pϕq, pc¨f qpϕq :" f pc¨ϕq .
for f,f P S 1 pR d ; Xq, ϕ P SpR d q and c P C. Multiplication with a smooth ψ P C 8 pR d q " C 8 pR d ; Cq whose derivatives grow at most polynomially can further be defined as pψ¨f qpϕq :" f pψ¨ϕq .
The support of a distribution f P S 1 pR d ; Xq is defined as
There is also a Fourier transform F, F´1 given on S 1 pR d ; Xq, defined via
Ff pϕq :" f pFϕq and F´1f pϕq :" f pF´1ϕq
for f P S 1 pR d ; Xq and ϕ P SpR d q and where we use the convention
where ‚ denotes the scalar product on R d . As in the case X " C we see that F and F´1 define continuous bijections on S 1 pR d ; Xq that are inverse to each other. As in the scalar case, that is X " C, the Fourier transform of every compactly supported f P S 1 pR d ; Xq is smooth. We further have the usual relations for convolution and multiplication between say f P S 1 pR d ; Xq and ψ P SpR d q " SpR d ; Cq:
where convolutions such as ψ˚f are defined as pψ˚f qpϕq :" f pψ˚ϕ´¨q .
Notice that in contrast to the case X " C, in general there is no meaningful convolution concept between two distributions in S 1 pR d ; Xq as X is not equipped with a product. We use the term spectral support to denote the support of the Fourier transform of an X-valued distribution.
Besov spaces
The following types of sets will be the building blocks for our definitions below.
Definition 2.1. We say that a set B Ď R d is a box if there are a 1 , . . . , a d ą 0 such that B "
is a rectangular annulus if there are two boxes B,B Ď R d with B ĎB and BB X BB " ∅ such that A "BzB.
We then have the following elementary, geometric properties.
Lemma 2.2. Let A,Ã be two rectangular annuli, let B be a box and let s P N d be a scaling vector. If we define for j ě 0 the scaled sets A j :" 2 js A " t2 js x | x P Au,Ã j :" 2 jsÃ and B j :" 2 js B (with a matrix 2 js as in (7)), we have the following relations:
where À and " should be read as on page 3.
Proof. For the first statement we can write 2 is A X 2 js B ‰ ∅ as A X 2 pj´iqs B ‰ ∅ and use that for i Á j this cannot be true by definition of a rectangular annulus. The second statement then follows from the first one if we use that A andÃ are each contained in some box.
We now construct an anisotropic dyadic partition of unity for wich we essentially follow [Tri06, Section 5.1]. Fix in the following some scaling vector s P N d . 2 Let B´2 :" ∅ and set B j :" 2 pj`1qs r´1, 1s d for j ě´1. Fix further a symmetric and positive ϕ´1 P C 8 c pR d q with values in r0, 1s such that ϕ´1 " 1 on an open set containing B´1 " r´1, 1s d and supp ϕ´1 Ď B 0 " 2 s r´1, 1s d . We then set for j ě 0
(with matrices 2´j s , 2´p j`1qs as in (7)). This yields a family pϕ j q jě´1 P C 8 c pR d q that satisfies the following properties:
• ϕ j pxq ě 0 for j ě´1 and x P R d .
• ř jě´1 ϕ j pxq " 1 for x P R d .
•
and that further exhibits the following scaling behavior for j ě 0
The family pϕ j q jě´1 is called an (anisotropic) dyadic partition of unity. Note that for j ě 0 the support of ϕ j is contained in a rectangular annulus of the form 2 j A as in Definition 2.1 (namely the set B j`1 zB j´1 ). The support of ϕ´1 is contained in the box B 0 .
Remark 2.3. The choice of the sequence B j was of course rather arbitrary. One could for example have chosen another sequence of boxes such asB j " a¨B j with some a ą 0 instead, which would lead to a different partition of unity pφ j q jě´1 .
The following functions will play a special role in this paper:
s¨q˘ ( 12) with j ě´1 (note that Ψ ă´1 " 0). We also use occasionally the notation Ψ ďj :" Ψ ăj`1 for j ě´1.
Lemma 2.4 (Scaling). There are real-valued, symmetric Schwartz functions
where the matrix 2 js should be read as in (7). In particular we have for
2 To be precise, [Tri06] works with s P p0, 8q d ,
which allows for an interpretation of the Besov regularity in Definition 2.7 below as a sort of mean regularity. We here follow the scaling that corresponds to the definitions in [Hai14] .
Proof. The scaling property follows from (10) and (11) via φ 1 :" F´1ϕ 0 and φ 2 :" F´1ϕ´1. Since ϕ 0 and ϕ´1 are symmetric and real-valued, also their Fourier transforms φ 1 and φ 2 are symmetric and real-valued.
The action of Ψ ăj on polynomials can be described as follows.
Lemma 2.5 (Interplay with polynomials). For k, l P N d and j ě 0 we have
Proof. Note that we can replace Ψ 
This expression can then be rewritten via the inverse Fourier transform as
which yields the claim since F´1Ψ ăj equals 1 in a box around 0. The left relation in the claim is shown in the same way by using F´1Ψ
Lemma 2.6 (Interplay with polynomially growing functions). If for some a ě 0 and some measurable f :
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.4.
Let X be a Banach space. Using the functions ϕ j or their inverse Fourier transforms Ψ j " F´1ϕ j we define Littlewood-Paley blocks for X-valued distributions f P S 1 pR d ; Xq and j ě´1 by
where multiplication and convolution are defined as in the beginning of this subsection and where we used formal notation in the integral on the right hand side. Note that ∆ j f is in C 8 pR d ; Xq as the inverse transform of a compactly supported distribution. We can now decompose any f P S 1 pR d ; Xq by its Littlewood-Paley decomposition:
where the sum on the right hand side converges in the topology of S 1 pR d ; Xq. Note that we have for p P r1, 8s
where the involved constant can be chosen independently of j. Indeed, Young's convolution inequality (which still holds if one of the factors is
where we used that due to Lemma 2.4 we have
The same argument shows that
is also a bounded operator from L p pR d ; Xq to itself for p P r1, 8s. Using the decomposition (14) we can now define anisotropic, X-valued Besov spaces.
Definition 2.7. Let γ P R, let X be a Banach space and let s P N d be a scaling vector. Let further pϕ j q jě´1 be a dyadic partition of unity on R d defined as above and constructed with s.
where
with the Littlewood-Paley blocks p∆ j q jě´1 defined via pϕ j q jě´1 as in (13).
Remark 2.8. The norm (16) can also be defined with general L p pR d ; Xq and ℓ q norms for p, q P r1, 8s (compare [BCD11, Section 2.7]) which gives rise to a more general space B γ p,q,s pR d ; Xq that also accounts for the integrability of the considered objects. For the sake of simplicity we will only consider the case p " q " 8 here.
Remark 2.9. Using Lemma 2.2 one sees that another choice of dyadic partition of unity Lemma 2.10. Given a sequence of smooth pf j q jě´1 P C 8 pR d ; Xq such that supp Ff j Ď 2 js B for some (fixed) box B, we have for γ ą 0 and f :"
If supp Ff j Ď 2 js A for a rectangular annulus A, then (17) is even true for all γ P R.
An intuition behind the anisotropic scaling is that f P B γ s pR d ; Xq has "regularity α{s i in direction i P t1, . . . , du" 3 . To strenghten this intuition we will find a different characterization of the Besov spaces B γ s based on the Taylor remainder for γ ą 0
" tk P N d | |k| s ă γu and with f having enough derivatives such that these expressions make sense. R γ x;h f can be rewritten by an application of Proposition 11.1 of [Hai14] .
Lemma 2.11. Let X be a Banach space. Let further γ P p0, 8qzN and let f P C 8 pR d ; Xq. We then have for
for the canonical basis pe 1 , . . . , e d q of R d .
Remark 2.12. The set N d ąγ can be thought of as the "discrete boundary" of N d ăγ . Note that this set is finite because it only contains k with |k| s´smpkq ă γ.
The announced characterization of anisotropic Besov spaces is given by the following lemma, which is a modification of [BCD11, Theorem 2.36].
Lemma 2.13. For γ P p0, 8qzN and a Banach space X an equivalent norm for B γ s pR d ; Xq is given by the anisotropic Hölder norm
where we recall that }g}
Remark 2.14. Note that the norm in (20) is equivalent to
since for }x´y} s ą 1 the second term of (21) can be bounded via the first term of (20).
3 Although this intuition is helpful to "guess" s in many situations it is actually slightly incorrect, since the parameter γ should really be read in the sense of an average. A more appropriate (but rather useless) intuition for B Proof
from which the claimed identity follows. With Lemma 2.4 and Young's convolution inequality we obtain
where we used in p˚q that ∆ j f is smooth and in particular continuous. Decomposing f " ř jě´1 ∆ j f this implies that the first term of (20) is bounded
To estimate the second term of (20) we consider for j ě´1 and x, y P R d with 0 ă }x´y} s ď 1
where we used once more that ∆ j f " ∆ j ∆ j f " Ψ j˚∆ j f for ∆ j f " ř i: |i´j|ď1 ∆ i f as above. Formula (19) for the Taylor remainder then gives
With Young's inequality we thus obtain the bound
where 
Next, we decompose the Taylor expansion in a "low-frequency" and a "high-frequency" term.
That is, choose j 1 ě´1 such that 2´j 1´1 ă }y´x} s ď 2´j 1 and split
Applying now (23) to the first and (24) to the second term yields the first direction of the equivalence of the norms: For the opposite direction suppose without loss of generality that (21) is bounded by 1. For j ą´1 we then have
where we used Lemma 2.5 to introduce a term ř
Lemma 2.16. Let X be a Banach space, let γ P R and k P N d . We have for f P B Proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.13 we use the estimate (22):
with ∆ j f " ř i: |i´j|ď1 ∆ i f , which implies the claim.
Basics of regularity structures
In this subsection we recall the basic definition of a regularity structure as a graded vector space equipped with a linear group. We then give a recap on models and on modelled distributions, a concept that is central to this article.
Definition 2.17. [Hai14, Definition 2.1] A regularity structure is a triple T " pA, T , Gq consisting of:
• A locally finite index set A Ď R, bounded from below, such that 0 P A.
• A model space T " À αPA T α , where each T α is a Banach space equipped with a norm }¨} Tα . The space T 0 is spanned by a unit vector which we call 1.
• A structure group G of linear operators acting on T , such that for all Γ P G, α P A, τ P T α
The elements of A are called homogeneities.
Given τ P T and α P A we write τ α for the projection of τ on T α . If dim T α ă 8 and we have a basis te i u for T α , we also write τ e j for the coefficient of τ α with respect to e j . For example if τ P T with τ´c¨1 P À αPA, α‰0 T α we have τ 1 " c. Note that by this definition τ α P T α is a vector in a Banach space, while τ e i is a complex number. We also write
and similarly for τ ąγ . For Γ P G we use the abbreviation
The same remark applies for the "basis notation" above, for instance Γ 1 τ :" pΓτ q 1 . We will also need the space Tγ :" à αPA: αăγ T α for γ P R, so that for example τ ăγ P Tγ for τ P T .
Let us now introduce the notion of a model.
Definition 2.18. [Hai14, Definition 2.17] Let T " pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure and let s P N d be a scaling vector. A model on T with scaling s is a family of linear maps
and further for α, β P A, τ P T α and β ă α
with ϕ λ´x " λ´| s| ϕpλ´sp¨´xqq, uniformly over all λ P p0, 1s and ϕ P C 8 c pR d q, supp ϕ Ď B s p0, 1q, }ϕ} C r ď 1, with r P N being the smallest number strictly bigger than´min A. As in (26) we wrote Γ β yx τ :" pΓ yx τ q β for the projection of Γ yx τ onto T β . We further introduce:
λ´α|Π x τ pϕ λ´x q| ,
where sup ϕ runs over the class of ϕ described above. We sometimes write Γ y,x instead of Γ yx to separate the arguments more clearly.
Remark 2.19. The functions Π x : T Ñ S 1 pR d q do not play an important role in this article and are just mentioned for the sake of completeness. However, compare [GIP15] and [Mar18] for similar concepts to the ones presented here where Π x becomes important.
Note that we require global bounds on the model pΠ, Γq in Definition 2.18, which is different from [Hai14] where the corresponding bounds only need to hold locally uniformly on compact sets. The main reason for requiring global estimates is that we work with an approach based on Fourier analysis, for which it seems unavoidable to work with bounds on the full space. Compare also [HL17] for another work with these assumptions. Global bounds are given immediately in the study of a SPDE if the considered equation is driven by a periodic space white noise. In the case of a spatially periodic space-time white noise we can replace the noise with one that is also periodic in time, with a period that is bigger than the time horizon of the equation. If one wants to consider problems with non-periodic noise, one would have to introduce weights in the analytic bounds of Definition 2.18, similarly as in [HL18, MW17b, MP17] . We will avoid doing so for the sake of simplicity. A simple example of a regularity structure equipped with a model is the polynomial regularity structure T " pA, T , Gq, where
where span t. . .u denotes the vector space generated by the set in the braces and where we identify X 0 " 1. We assign the homogeneities |X k | " |k| s to the symbols X k and define A :" N, so that
is finite dimensional any choice of norm on T α will lead to the same topology; we take
Consider then the group G " tΓ h | h P R d u with group law Γ h Γ h 1 :" Γ h`h 1 for h, h 1 P R d (so that G is essentially pR d ,`q). Fix the action of G on T by requiring Γ h X k :" pX`h1q k (with the obvious interpretation of the multiplication on the right hand side).
We can realize a model on T " pA, T , Gq via Definition 2.20. Let T " pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure, equipped with a model pΠ, Γq with scaling s P N d . Given γ P R we say that a mapping F :
We call the objects in D γ pR d ; T q modelled distributions.
Remark 2.21. Due to the bound (28) it is enough to consider in the second term in (32) only pairs x, y P R d with }x´y} s ď 1, as long as the first supremum in (32) is finite.
Remark 2.22. Note that all F P D γ pR d ; T q satisfy global bounds, which is different from [Hai14] where the notation F P D γ pR d ; T q only indicates local bounds. In a framework that is largely based on Fourier analysis such as the paracontrolled approach it seems natural to assume global bounds. Local spaces could then be defined afterwards with the help of extension operators, see e.g. Section 5.3.3 of [Mar18] for a version of the Whitney extension theorem in regularity structures.
The definition of a modelled distribution F P D γ pR d ; T q implies the continuity of every component F α P C b pR d ; T α q with α P A and the bound sup αPA, xPR d }F α pxq} Tα ă 8. We will denote functions F : R d Ñ T that satisfy these two properties by C b pR d ; T q and set
It turns out that on the polynomial regularity structure T it is rather easy to describe D γ in terms of the Besov spaces from Definition 2.7.
Lemma 2.23. Let T " pA, T , Gq be the polynomial regularity structure with model pΠ, Γq introduced on page 14, for some scaling vector s P N d . Define for γ P R`zN the lifted Besov space
and the norm }F } B γ s pR d ;T q is thus equivalent to
With Lemma 2.13 we thus get the equivalence
yx F x¨X l for α P A we see that the right hand side of (34) is equivalent to }F } D γ pR d q , which proves that
The inverse direction follows in the same manner once we show that every F P D γ pR d q is of the form F " F f for some f P B γ s pR d q, which can be checked inductively.
Paraproducts on regularity structures
Taking X " C in Lemma 2.13 provides two distinct descriptions of the (anisotropic) Besov space B γ s pR d q " B γ s pR d ; Cq with scaling vector s P N d and regularity γ P R`zN, given by a Littlewood-Paley characterization in Definition 2.7 and a Hölder norm in Lemma 2.13. In Lemma 2.23 these two characterizations were formulated in the framework of the polynomial regularity structure T " pA, T , Gq with model pΠ, Γq, introduced on page 14. Recall that the statement F P D γ pR d ; T q is just saying that
for α P A, which can be seen as a Hölder-like characerization similar to the one in Lemma 2.13. On the other hand we introduced in Lemma 2.23 a "Besov space" B γ s pR d ; T q as the space of functions F : R d Ñ T for which it holds
and further
which, using the model pΠ, Γq, can also be written as
where B k pΓ α
x F x q x should be read as the derivative of the map y Þ Ñ Γ α yx F x evaluated in the point x. Note that the relation (37) (or equivalently (38)) can be deduced from (35), but it has to be required explicitly in the definition of B γ s pR d ; T q because condition (36) lacks any description of the interplay between between different F α , F α 1 with α ‰ α 1 . However, requiring (38) (or (37)) and (36) we could deduce in Lemma 2.23 that D γ pR d ; T q " B γ s pR d ; T q, even without resorting to the explicit construction of F f from f . Our aim in this article is to find a "Besov space" B γ s pR d ; T q on a general regularity structure pA, T , Gq with model pΠ, Γq which describes the space of modelled distributions D γ pR d ; T q. Namely, we want to find a space B γ s pR d ; T q, described in terms of Littlewood-Paley blocks, such that
Already in the original paper on paracontrolled distributions [GIP15] the authors introduced a certain paraproduct P pF, Πq on the regularity structure pA, T , Gq with model pΠ, Γq and they conjectured that it might be possible to describe the space D γ pR d ; T q via such objects. We here show that this is indeed the case: We introduce a family of paraproducts P pF, Γ α q and define a space B γ s pR d ; T q by requiring instead of (36)
(which is just saying F α´P pF, Γ α q P B γ´α s pR d ; T α q) and the structure condition (38) (with Γ replaced by Γ). Since the paraproducts P pF, Γ α q, described in Definition 3.1 below, vanish for F with components in the polynomial structure T , the bound (40) is indeed a generalization of (36).
Paraproducts
Let us motivate our definitions with a simple example of a singular SPDE, namely the parabolic Anderson model which reads as the following problem on r0, 8qˆR 2 :
with periodic space white noise ξ P S 1 pR 2 q (and a suitable renormalization that we hide for simplicity). The idea in [GIP15] is to define first Iξ to be the time-independent solution to pB t´∆R 2 qIξ "´∆ R 2 Iξ " ξ`ξ for an infinitely smoothξ, and to consider instead of f the object
with the paraproduct
where the integration domain for each integral should be read as space-time, that is R 1`2 . Here we cheat a little bit since in [GIP15] a modified paraproduct ă ă in space is considered which allows for a cut-off for negative times. It then turns out that f 7 solves a "better" equation than f , which allows to derive a priori estimates and to solve the equation. In (43) we now take functions Ψ j , Ψ ăj´1 that are constructed as in Subsection 2.1 with an anisotropic scaling s, more precisely we take in (43) the parabolic scaling s " s par " p2, 1, 1q, which is one more difference with [GIP15] .
In [Hai14] the problem (41) is solved on a regularity structure (again with s " s par ), and the solution lives in the subspace spanned by the symbols tIpΞqu Y tX k : k P N d u and equipped with a model pΠ, Γq such that
The solution f to (41) is represented by a modelled distribution F of the form
where f X k are some real valued functions and f is the solution to (41). Recall from Lemma 2.5 that for j ą 0 the kernel Ψ j integrates polynomials (and constants) to 0, and therefore we can rewrite the paraproduct (43) in terms of F and the model pΠ, Γq as
This motivates the following definitions.
Definition 3.1. Let T " pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure, let pΠ, Γq be a model with scaling s and let Ψ j , Ψ ăj´1 P SpR d q be functions as in (12) (for the same scaling s). We define the following paraproducts
for any F : R d Ñ T and α P A for which this is defined. The identity should be read in S 1 pR d ; T α q and is written in formal notation.
Remark 3.2. If T α is finite dimensional for α P A and we have a basis te i u for T α , we will also write
where we recall that Γ e i vu F u denotes the coefficient of Γ α vu F u P T α in front of e i . In particular we have
For α " 0 we simply have
a notation we already applied in (46).
Remark 3.3. For measurable and at most polynomially growing F (that is }F α pxq} Tα grows at most polynomially in x P R d ) the expression (47) is well defined. Indeed: Each of the terms in the sum in (47) is spectrally supported in a rectangular annulus of the form 2 js A (where the rectangular annulus A can be chosen independently of f and j). This can be easily checked for smooth px, yq Þ Ñ Γ yx F x , so that the general case follows by approximation. Further by Definition 2.18 and Lemma 2.6 one easily sees that each of the terms can be bounded by 2´j κ for some κ ą 0. Lemma 2.10 then shows that P pF, Γ α q is contained in the Besov space B κ s pR d ; T α q so that P pF, Γ α q is in fact a (slightly) Hölder continuous function with values in
Let us come back to our toy example, the parabolic Anderson model. The function f X k from (45) did not appear in the approach of [GIP15] , which is due to the fact that according to Lemma 2.5 polynomials are erased in the paraproduct (46). To find a link between the ideas of [GIP15] and [Hai14] we therefore need an extra ingredient that forces the f X k to enter the game. This will be the task of the structure condition, which we already motivated for the polynomial framework in (38). Definition 3.4. Let T " pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure with a model pΠ, Γq and scaling s P N d . Construct the functions pΨ ăN q N ě0 , using the scaling vector s, as in (12). We say that F : R d Ñ T satisfies the structure condition below γ P R if for all x P R d , k P N d and α P A with α ă γ and |k| s ă γ´α and for all large
where the limit is taken in T α .
Remark 3.5. Note that we know from Lemma 2.5 that
" 1 so that we see from the scaling property in Lemma 2.4 that pΨ ăN q N ě0 is a (signed) Dirac sequence. From this fact, or alternatively from the decomposition (14), we conclude that for smooth F and Γ condition (48) translates into
which is just the identity we announced in (38). The reason why we do not require (49) from the start is that typically the smoothness assumption is neither satisfied for the modelled distribution F nor for the map y Þ Ñ Γ yx F x , as one may observe in (44).
Let us see how to use the structure condition in order to determine the coefficient f X k in (45). Formally using the structure condition in the form (49), and ignoring possible smoothness issues for the sake of simplicity, we obtain for α " 0 and k P N d with |k| spar " 1 via (45) and (44)
so that the only possible choice for f X k is given by
Although this argument should be executed with more care to guarantee that all expressions are well defined 4 , we can already observe that Definition 3.4 really fixes f X k in terms of f . Equipped with the structure condition there is now hope that we might find a link between the paracontrolled approach in [GIP15] and the description via regularity structures.
As we have already indicated in (42) the object that is really considered in [GIP15] is the difference f 7 of the solution f of the considered equation with a paraproduct. In view of Definition 3.1 we therefore propose the following definition.
Definition 3.6. Let γ P R, let T " pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure and let pΠ, Γq be a model with scaling s P N d . We say that F :
and if F satisfies the structure condition (48) below γ. We define the semi-norm
As we already pointed out above, Definition 3.1 is strictly speaking not a generalization of the approach of [GIP15] , because we use space-time paraproduct (43) instead of their modified paraproduct ă ă. The space-time paraproduct might seem more natural, but it comes with a price: Since the solutions to parabolic equations like (41) are only defined for positive times, we have to extend them to negative times to fit them into our framework. We thus need extension operations (and spaces that allow for a blow-up around t " 0) in order to practically apply paraproduct techniques to differential equations in regularity structures. We will not deal with these technical issues here and refer to [Mar18] for a few results and concepts in that direction.
Controlling modelled distributions via paraproducts
We now state and prove the main result of this article. We show that the spaces D γ pR d , T q from Definition 2.20 and the space B γ s pR d ; T q introduced in Definition 3.6 are identical with equivalent norms. For technical reasons we have to exclude the case that γ P R is contained in the locally finite set
This is necessary since we want to apply for the spaces B γ´α s pR d ; T α q, appearing in the Definition of 3.6, the Hölder characterization from Lemma 2.13. We can interpret the following theorem as a generalization of Lemma 2.13, so that the exclusion of A N corresponds to the restriction γ R N required there. We do not expect that the result holds for γ P A N .
Theorem 4.1. Let T " pA, T , Gq be a regularity structure and let pΠ, Γq be a model with scaling s P N d . We then have for any γ P RzA N
with equivalent norms (where the equivalence constants can both be chosen proportionally to some polynomial in }Γ} γ ).
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that A contains only homogeneities below γ. We will include polynomials in }Γ} γ in the implicit constant indicated by "À" and we omit the domain "R d " under integration signs.
For the easy direction
T q already implies that the structure condition (48) is satisfied below γ: Indeed, for α P A with α ă γ and
To derive the analytic bound we follow similar ideas as in [GIP15, Subsection 6.2.]: We can rewrite for x P R d and α P A
As ∆ ď0 F α " Ψ ď0˚F α is smooth with bounded derivatives we only have to consider the first term on the right hand side. We already noted in Remark 3.3 that the j-th summand is spectrally supported in an annulus 2 js A, so by Lemma 2.10 it suffices to bound it by 2´j pγ´αq }F } D γ pR d ;T q . We have, using ş Ψ ăj´1 x´u 1 " 1 (Lemma 2.5),
Now, by assumption
so that we have with Lemma 2.6 (and Lemma 2.4) the estimate , which proves the claim. Note that it suffices to take }x´y} s ď 1, compare Remark 2.21. We start the induction with α " max A (which exists since we assumed max A ă γ ă 8). By requirement (25) in the definition of Γ yx we have Γ α yx F x " F α x and thus P pF, Γ α q " 0 due to Lemma 2.5. Hence F α " F 7,α P B γ´α s pR d ; T α q and from the structure condition (48) we obtain that B k F α x " 0 for k P N d with 0 ă |k| s ă γ´α (if any such k exist). Thus
where we applied Lemma 2.13. Let us now assume that we already know for some α P A that for any α 1 P A, α 1 ą α
We then show that (53) does also hold for all α 1 " α. To this end we reshape
Since (54) already decays in the right order due to Lemma 2.13 (and the assumption γ R A N ), we are only left with the last line which below we identify as the limit for N Ñ 8 (in T α for every x, y) of where we used (as in Remark 3.5) that Ψ ďN " ř jďN Ψ j is a Dirac sequence, for the second term in (56) we applied the structure condition (48), and in (57) 
Note that we can reshape (with ∆ ą0 :" ř ją0 ∆ j ) P pF, Γ α q w " ÿ where in p˚q we used spectral support properties to restrict the inner sum to i " j and the convolution-like structure to move the Taylor remainder to ∆ ď0 Γ α x F α 1 x in the last term. The last term can be estimated by }x´y} γ´α s via Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.6 if we use that for every k P N d there is a C ą 0 such that
which can be easily checked by direct computation. To handle the term (60) we first estimate the sum in the square brackets: By Definition 2.18 and the induction hypothesis we have that 
The rest of the estimate for (60) then follows by the same line of reasoning as in Lemma 2.13: Let j 1 be such that 2´j 1´1 ă }x´y} s ď 2´j 1 and bound the sum in (60) (up to a constant factor) using (62) by But for the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case p " q " 8 in this work.
